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Purpose

Stanley Park Geography VR Field Trip: 
Photosphere Pillar

A closer examination of the key reasons a VR 
experiential fieldtrip of Stanley Park, British 
Columbia developed by UBC’s Emerging 
Media Lab in partnership with Metanaut VR is 
a rhetorically effective discourse. 



Why?



Stanley Park Experiential Field Trip

• Key points about the project are here.
• Case analysis: 

• Goals outlined by authors in proposals and interim reports (to understand the 
rhetorical situation)

• Logs possible user interactions with the environment (to outline procedurality) 

• Implications: 
• (1) VR field trips may help remove financial and logistic barriers
• (2) VR field trips prompt audiences to experience and interact with educational 

content
• (3) VR field trips can encourage free exploration and revisits





Types of interactions

Walk/teleport
Hand interaction
Viewing a map
Watching 360 videos
Info panels
Photospheres
Cassette players

Excerpt from a UBC Geography VR project student demo video

Stanley Park Geography VR Field Trip: 
Custom Controller Art



Alternative histories

“Welcome to Prospect Point. This famous 
viewpoint is one of the most popular tourist 
attractions in Stanley Park. […]. This forest 
surrounding you is an ancient wilderness… or is 
it?” (Emerging Media Lab, 2016a).

“The history of Stanley Park is inseparable from 
Canada’s history of the marginalization of its 
indigenous people.” (“Lumberman’s Arch” UBC 
student content, 2016). 

Excerpt from a UBC Geography VR project student demo video



Teaching aid & Conclusions
• Need to examine rhetoric in 

VR with an educational goal 

• VR experiences allow for a 
range of objects to be already 
embedded in the experience 
itself and contribute to 
learning

• Potential to lower cost 
barriers to field trips but also 
to lower cost barriers to 
creating VR educational 
content

• New possibilities for 
investigating how 
students/users derive 
meaning from interacting in 
these environments
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